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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the second Indigenous Consumers Count survey report produced by the Consumer
Protection Division (Consumer Protection) of the Department of Commerce (the Department)
in Western Australia. The first report was published in 2007.
This report summarises the findings of the 2014 research undertaken by the Department into
the perceptions of Indigenous consumers as well as Indigenous corporations, advocates and
service providers concerned with the needs of Indigenous Western Australians.
The objective of this research project was to explore:
• current issues facing Indigenous consumers;
• the relevance of Consumer Protection to Indigenous consumers;
• the acceptance of current consumer education programs, including the channels used to
communicate with Indigenous consumers; and
• how Consumer Protection can continue to meet the current and future needs of Indigenous
consumers in Western Australia.
As part of this research, advocates and service providers from urban, regional and remote
locations were approached to complete a survey. These organisations were also asked to
assist in supporting very remote community members to take part in the research. The 2007
report had highlighted a marked difference between the issues and the needs of Indigenous
consumers in remote communities compared with those living in urban areas. Making use of
stakeholder networks to reach consumers residing in remote communities was an important
feature of the 2014 research.
A number of tailored consumer engagement programs had been developed between 2007
and 2014 to address the consumer issues highlighted in the 2007 report. These programs
included: providing support for Indigenous consumers to lodge a complaint; a focus on
increasing understanding of their rights (delivered in a culturally appropriate way); and
increasing the avenues available to make an enquiry or interact through their preferred
channels (including face-to-face engagement, online and/or via social media). This current
report seeks to evaluate the impact of those initiatives in meeting the needs of Indigenous
consumers in Western Australia.
As part of this project, two separate survey instruments were developed. One survey was
designed for use by stakeholders while the other was developed for consumers. These
surveys differed in small ways and were customised to deliver responses that could be
verified and cross-checked. The results of both surveys provided pertinent information about
Indigenous consumers, the services they prefer and the support mechanisms they access.
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In-depth interviews were conducted by the Department’s Indigenous Community Education
Officer with Indigenous consumers face-to-face, over the phone and at community events.
Consumers who had access to a computer and the Internet were given the opportunity to
participate in an online survey. Service providers all participated online by completing the
web-based survey for stakeholders.
Survey topics were aligned to both the National Indigenous Consumer Strategy (NICS)
priorities and the Department’s own Indigenous Communication and Education Plan.
Key findings of the research included the need within the community to learn more about
contracts, credit/debt, finance and scams. Only 40 per cent of Indigenous consumers are
aware of Consumer Protection’s regional offices and only 38 per cent know the officers
working at Consumer Protection. Sixty three per cent of respondents knew of the Consumer
Protection Contact Centre with only 21 per cent of the community having actually used it.
A key finding was the high level use of social media and smart phones even in remote
locations. The use of YouTube (31.1 per cent), Facebook (62.2 per cent) and smart phone
Apps (32.6 per cent) has occurred from an almost zero base in the 2007 report.
Approximately 67 per cent of respondents believe that Indigenous community radio is still an
appropriate method for communicating messages to the wider Indigenous community. The
preference for educational posters (48 per cent) and local newspapers (56 per cent) also
remains high.
Another finding was the overall decrease (down to 4.1 per cent) in the reliance on
Community Resource Centres (telecentres) and libraries as a source of information for
Indigenous consumers.
Of the respondents, 35 per cent had achieved a year 10 high school certificate and 5 per
cent did not complete primary school. These findings are consistent with concerns about the
low numeracy and literacy rates and skills of many Indigenous consumers. This reinforces
the ongoing need for Consumer Protection to ensure that appropriate and effective strategies
are put in place so everyone understands their consumer rights.
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SECTION ONE
INTRODUCTION
1

INTRODUCTION

This report outlines the findings from research into the perceptions of Indigenous consumers
living in Western Australia. The research was conducted by the Consumer Protection
Division of the Department of Commerce (the Department), in 2014. This is the second report
the Department has published on how consumer issues affect the lives of Indigenous people
in Western Australia.
This report is divided into six sections. Section one provides an overview of the research
including its purpose, methodology and limitations. Section two highlights the Department’s
achievements since the first report was released in 2007. The results highlight how the
Department has responded to that report by disseminating information and raising awareness
of consumer rights in more accessible and culturally appropriate ways. Section three builds
the profile of the respondents; both Indigenous consumers and the community stakeholders
that work with them. This section includes demographic information such as age, location
and education level from the Indigenous respondents, and location and services delivered by
stakeholders. Section four looks at issues that consumers face and section five focuses on
consumer issues about which stakeholders commonly assist consumers. Section six closes
the report with recommendations for future action.

1.1

BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT

The first research report Indigenous Consumers Count was completed in 2007. It gathered,
for the first time, an understanding of Indigenous consumers’ needs and the major issues that
affected them in Western Australia. While this current research aimed to again benchmark
issues in 2014, the questions and topics have changed as there was also a clear attempt to
see and describe issues through the eyes of Indigenous consumers.
Although the 2007 report gave valuable insight, there was some criticism that too much
information was gathered through third parties. In response, the current research project
provided an opportunity to separately gauge the attitudes of Indigenous consumers and
relevant community stakeholders.
The 2007 report proposed a range of initiatives to better engage with Indigenous
communities and the most appropriate and timely methods of providing information. The
current research project highlights those achievements and how far the Department has
come in listening to the community and responding in the most appropriate way to all
Indigenous consumers.
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The current research project will support future direction in education and awareness
raising initiatives to address priority consumer issues underlined in the National Indigenous
Consumer Strategy (NICS).

1.2

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The purpose of the research project was to gauge Indigenous consumers’ current awareness
of consumer rights and to assess the most effective strategies to engage and to deliver future
awareness and education campaigns. The current research project was also designed to
help evaluate the impact of the initiatives developed by the Department in response to the
recommendations from the 2007 Indigenous Consumers Count report.

1.3

METHODOLOGY

This report and its accumulated information and findings are the result of extensive
exploratory research undertaken during 2014. The research included:
• desktop literature searches using multiple search engines;
• an online survey for stakeholder organisations to access and participate;
• an Indigenous survey (face-to-face interviews, focus groups and online); and
• the collection of case study material.
Descriptive statistics are used to interpret the distribution and range of responses though
a mapping process. In-depth interviews were conducted both face-to-face and in focus
groups. Case analyses have been included to highlight Indigenous consumer issues. There
was an online survey that was available to all Indigenous consumers in Western Australia.
This survey was promoted widely through media, newspaper, stakeholder and community
engagement activities and events.
The face-to-face survey was the same as the online survey conducted across Western
Australia. Face-to-face in-depth interviews were conducted in a casual environment at
community forums attended by the Department’s Indigenous Community Education Officer.
The survey was also promoted to Indigenous consumers who attended community events
and were unable to participate in the survey online. To encourage participation, some
incentive (a five dollar gift certificate) was given to participants. The gift certificate was not
available to online survey participants or stakeholder groups.
There was a second survey offered to identified stakeholders and these findings are
recorded separately. The identified stakeholders come from organisations that work with and/
or provide services to, Indigenous consumers in the financial counselling, community legal,
community resources and tenant advocacy sectors located around Western Australia.
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1.4

DATA ANALYSIS

Quantitative and qualitative data was analysed and both nominal and ordinal measures used
to group respondents. Where appropriate, percentages are used to assist with interpreting
the results. These results are displayed in charts and tables within the report.
Feedback from respondents and stakeholders has been included in this report and has been
used to support the inclusion of case studies. These case studies highlight key issues of
concern; capture State and Federal consumer action initiatives and the outcomes from the
complaints registered by Indigenous consumers.

1.5

LIMITATIONS

Time, distance and budget constraints were all limitations in the collection of the supporting
data for this project.
The data collected was gathered with the assistance of community stakeholders who were
able to engage participants and support them to take the survey. There was a limited ability
for the researcher to conduct face-to-face interviews in remote communities.
Literacy and numeracy skills were a factor for some participants. To overcome this obstacle,
stakeholders stepped up and supported consumers through the survey.
Suspicion of the motives behind the project from within the Indigenous community did not
appear to be a limitation. Participants proactively engaged in the research and appeared
comfortable in sharing their consumer experiences.
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SECTION TWO
FROM 2007 TO 2015
WHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED?
2

WHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED 2007 – 2015

In the first report Indigenous Consumers Count 2007, a number of initiatives were proposed
to assist with raising awareness of the Department and the purpose of the organisation to
people living in communities across Western Australia. These initiatives included:
• the use of targeted marketing collateral;
• increased engagement with the media, especially Indigenous media outlets;
• developing an online presence for Indigenous consumers;
• the creation of culturally appropriate education materials; and
• building a network of Indigenous community stakeholders.
Since the release of the first report, the Department has extended the ways it listens and
responds to Indigenous consumers. While each of the initiatives has had its challenges,
Consumer Protection has delivered materials in a variety of formats, used media in new and
engaging ways and increased its responsiveness to the issues of concern to Indigenous
consumers.

2.1

Promoting consumer protection

Since the first report was released in 2007, the Department
has participated in over 200 events and delivered over 100
presentations, information sessions and small focus group
meetings covering topics such as buying a car, know what you
are signing, and refunds, to many urban, regional and remote
consumers in Western Australia. The Department has also
continued to recognise the importance of NAIDOC and other
culturally significant events and these have been incorporated into
the Department’s annual community engagement calendar.
Consumer Protection’s Regional Officers, located in Broome,
Karratha, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Bunbury and Albany also play
a key role in connecting with Indigenous consumers. They are
engaged in ongoing Indigenous community radio segments delivering warnings of scams,
updates in legislative changes, current consumer trends and dodgy traders. The officers
share tips on a range of common consumer issues including refund rights, buying a car and
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signing contracts. They actively engage in regional community events and have published
consumer information alerts in regional and remote Indigenous community newspapers.

2.2

Using media for promotional purposes

In this current research, Indigenous consumers were asked if any of the following ways of
passing on information was good for them and their community. The people’s response is
below.
Are any of the following ways of passing on information good for you and your
community as Indigenous consumers?
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

The Department actively partnered with Indigenous media outlets in Perth and in regional
areas of Western Australia to bring consumer news to communities. These media outlets
include Noongar Radio, PAKEN network, Goolarri Media, Radio Mama and the Mulga Mail
newspaper. These important relationships continue to be crucial to outreach, particularly for
those living in regional and very remote areas.
NOONGAR RADIO
Noongar Radio plays a vital role in the
Noongar community, broadcasting to a
wide audience reach around the Perth
metropolitan area as well as some
regional areas of Western Australia.
Through this traditional media platform,
the Department has been able to
effectively reach out to Indigenous
consumers, and since 2012 has
presented a weekly segment. Noongar
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Radio has also provided community radio spots for these consumer segments, many of
which are prerecorded in a conversational style with station presenters. The feedback from
consumers is very positive and encourages further topical conversations on consumer
matters.
PAKAM MEDIA

The Department has actively developed strong relationships with media platforms in regional
and remote Western Australia. such as community radio. Providing consumer segments
allows us to highlight consumer rights and raise consumer awareness on a range of issues
from dodgy trader activity to product recalls. The Department’s regional staff in Broome,
Karratha and the Goldfields regularly broadcast such segments to consumers living in their
regions.
Our commitment to outreach through traditional media platforms will continue as long as the
demand is there for this method of communication. Community radio plays a critical role in
community outreach and continues to be the preferred method of communication according
to survey results.
MULGA MAIL

Mulga Mail has an extensive readership with a circulation of around 1500 newspapers
distributed monthly to individuals, businesses and Indigenous Corporations. Since 2012 the
Department and Mulga Mail have been working in partnership to focus on raising awareness
of consumer issues. Regular news articles and publication inserts contain up-to-date and
relevant consumer issues that may affect Indigenous people. Mulga Mail plays an important
role in consumer outreach in their region.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
The Department has a strong presence
on social media. Branded as AskUs the
Facebook page for Indigenous consumers
was set up in 2013 and provides regular
information on consumer issues. Facebook
is generally popular with Indigenous
communities and engagement with the
AskUs page is strong. Indigenous consumers can ask a question that the Department can
answer on the AskUs page or they can request for someone to call them to discuss their
consumer issue. The Department encourages consumers to ‘like’ the Facebook page and
receive regular information about their consumer rights. As Jackie Huggins states “You will
not need to read between the lines to see that Indigenous people have really embraced
digital technology in particular in remote communities” and goes on to say “Mobile based
technology appears to be where the future is for remote Indigenous communities: community
Wi-Fi, smartphones and tablets.” (Telstra Foundation 2014, 2014).
While not as widely utilised as Facebook,
Twitter is slowly building its Indigenous
audience. In particular product recalls
and specific issues affecting Indigenous
consumers get a high level of retweets.
There also seems to be more tweets
when Community Education officers are
in the field, attending Indigenous events
and posting photographs of the activities.
Generally photographs are shared more readily than text alone: something that can be
prioritised by the community education team when the images are culturally appropriate.
INDIGENOUS CONSUMER WEB PAGE

The Department has developed several web pages specifically for Indigenous consumers to
support particular programs or campaigns such as commercials on GWN, the ‘My dardy car’
audio/radio series as well as publications specific to Indigenous consumers.
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MEDIA TEAM
The Department has a dedicated media team working alongside the community education
team and regional officers, producing news articles, media releases, social media content
and radio notes. The media team play an important role in helping to reach Indigenous
consumers in W.A. through a range of media activities.

2.3

Creating indigenous publications
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In the 2007 report, the question was proposed to respondents whether or not there was a
need for Indigenous specific publications. Ninety per cent of the respondents agreed. Over
the intervening years the Department has developed many Indigenous specific publications
for education and awareness campaigns. The publications are regularly distributed at
community events, workshops and presentations with continuing interest in tenancy, buying a
car and rights when shopping.
The findings on whether or not Indigenous people were aware of the Department’s
publications were lower than expected, at 21.5 per cent of respondents. Participants were
then asked about those publications and their responses are shown below.
Are you aware of current
Consumer Protection publications
for Indigenous Consumers?

21.5%
78.5%

Yes

Within the 21.5 per cent of respondents who are
aware of the Department’s publications, there
were some publications that they had not come
across, heard about or used. The Department will
continue to liaise with Indigenous communities
across Western Australia on developing suitable
publications to increase awareness of consumer
rights.

No
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2.4

BUILDING A NETWORK OF COMMUNITY ADVOCATES & STAKEHOLDERS

The 2007 report recommended the creation of a network of community advocates. Since
this recommendation was proposed, the Department has developed strategic partnerships
with community organisations through which Indigenous consumers can access information.
Specific attention has been given to building strong relationships with community advocates
and stakeholders who are located in areas where there is a high population of Indigenous
consumers.
These partnerships include a closer connection with Indigenous corporations, Community
Resource Centres, public libraries, financial counsellors, Community Legal Centres as well
as Local Governments across Western Australia.
If you have consumer issues, who are the first people you yarn with to get advice on
consumer issues?
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Family

Friend

Staff at an
Staff at a
Consumer
Aboriginal
Community
Protection Officer
community-based Resource Centre
organisation
(Telecentre)

The 2014 survey asked consumers who they would most likely go to for advice on consumer
issues. The responses are above, clearly showing family and friends as the most popular
source.
As friends and family members are most likely to attend ATSI community focused events, the
Department will continue its commitment to participate in community engagement activities
to raise awareness and empower consumers to exercise their rights. ‘Other’ sources of
accessing information were explored in the survey responses, and included accessing
information from Community Legal Centres, a Board of Directors, youth education advisors,
financial counsellors, the Internet and self-research.
CONSUMER CAMPAIGNS
ASK US
In 2011 the Department’s Indigenous education team rebranded and launched the AskUs
brand at Curtin University during NAIDOC week. The AskUs branding is used on educational
material developed specifically for Indigenous consumers and providing a clear link with
consumer campaigns. Indigenous media outlets play an important part in this and the regular
columns in the Mulga Mail and Noongar Radio are AskUs branded.
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DO NOT KNOCK CAMPAIGN
One of the Department’s priorities was to improve the trading practices of door-to-door
traders servicing Indigenous consumers. Key factors that exacerbate the disadvantage in
this area include geographic isolation for remote consumers, lack of choice and competition,
low levels of English, lack of financial literacy and restricted access to services. These same
factors also make it difficult for consumer agencies to monitor inappropriate behavior by
traders (NSW Fair Trading, 2010).
Consumer Protection was an active participant in the national campaign to educate
Indigenous consumers about the issues surrounding door-to-door trading. The “Don’t Come
Knocking” song and video were launched as a part of WA NAIDOC celebrations at Curtin
University on 4 July 2012. Acting Commissioner for Consumer Protection David Hillyard
spoke at the event expressing concern about unscrupulous door-to-door and telemarketing
tactics being used by salespeople.
The event was filmed by West TV and was broadcast on the channel’s Undercurrent
program. Consumer Protection worked to ensure discussion of door-to-door issues were
covered by metropolitan and regional media outlets including Goolari Radio in Broome, The
Mulga Mail newspaper and Noongar Radio in Perth. ‘Do not knock’ stickers were developed
and, along with the ‘Don’t Come Knocking’ CD, were mailed to all WA’s community based
Aboriginal Corporations. This information was also distributed through the regional offices of
Consumer Protection and associated community outreach programs.
MY DARDY CAR CAMPAIGN
Consumer Protection produced an eight-part radio documentary series called ‘My Dardy Car’
aimed at informing Indigenous consumers of their rights when purchasing and repairing a
motor vehicle.
Issues covered included: negotiating trade-ins; shopping for a car loan; using unlicensed
repairers; warranties; and lodging a complaint.
The series was successfully launched in NAIDOC week 2013 at the Ashfield Family Fun Day.
With assistance from regional officers, the series has been broadcast in a range of regional
Aboriginal radio stations including Kalgoorlie, Menzies, Leonora, Laverton, Kununurra, Derby,
Broome, Halls Creek and some remote isolated communities in the northwest. These radio
stations have repeated each segment several times during any given week.
In order to support the ‘My Dardy Car’ radio series, a ‘My Dardy Car’ Facebook page was
also developed and launched. The Facebook page provides a forum where consumers
can make direct inquiries and receive informative posts about vehicle purchase and repair.
Original music for the series was developed in collaboration with students and staff from the
community based Aboriginal music college, ABMusic Pty Ltd. The main theme music for the
series was developed to include messages about car purchase and repair.
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SECTION THREE
THE RESPONDENTS’
PROFILE
3

RESPONDENTS’ PROFILE

The following descriptive research identifies consumers who responded by their location, age
and level of education. The profile of the stakeholders is included, this highlights the services
they provide, their locations and what demographic area the service providers support.

3.1

INDIGENOUS CONSUMER PROFILE

The majority of the respondents identified as Indigenous with a small proportion identifying as
Torres Strait Islander and Indigenous, less than two per cent identified only as Torres Strait
Islanders.
Do
you
identify
as...
Do you
you identify
identify as...
as...
Do
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

94.8%
94.8%
94.8%

80.0%
80.0%
80.0%
60.0%
60.0%
60.0%

Aboriginal
Aboriginal
Aboriginal
Torres
Strait
Islander
Torres Strait
Strait Islander
Islander
Torres
Both
Both
Both

40.0%
40.0%
40.0%
20.0%
20.0%
20.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
Torres
Strait
Islander
Aboriginal
Torres Strait
Strait Islander
Islander
AboriginalTorres
Aboriginal

3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
Both
Both
Both

There were more women than men that participated in the survey. There was a mix of
participants from all age groups with the majority of respondents in the age group from 36-55.
What
is
your
gender?
What is
is your
your gender?
gender?
What

What
is
your
age?
What is
is your
your age?
age?
What
3.9%
3.9%
3.9%

12.9%
12.9%
12.9%

Male
Male
Male

25.2%
25.2%
25.2%
74.8%
74.8%
74.8%
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Female
Female
Female

3.2%
3.2%
3.2%

14.2%
14.2%
14.2%
25.8%
25.8%
25.8%

13.5%
13.5%
13.5%
26.5%
26.5%
26.5%

Under
18
Under 18
18
Under
18
25
18 ––– 25
25
18
26
35
26 ––– 35
35
26
46
–
55
46
–
55
46 – 55
56
65
56 ––– 65
65
56
Over
65
Over 65
65
Over

Respondents’ demographic locations were
identified through post codes. The responses
coded as “not identified” were not included in
the mapping analysis however the respondents’
input has been included in survey results.
There was a broad mix of level of education
achievement by respondents. A small proportion of respondents who had difficulty with
literacy required assistance in completing the survey.
What level of education have you reached?
What level of education have you reached?
35.0%
35.0%
30.0%
30.0%
25.0%
25.0%
20.0%
20.0%
15.0%
15.0%

degree

Postgraduate
degree
Postgraduate

Undergraduate
university
Undergraduate
degree
university
degree

TAFE
TAFE
qualification
qualification

Year 12
Year 12
Certificate
Certificate

Year 10
Year 10
Certificate
Certificate

0.0%
0.0%

Primary School
Primary
School
and under
and
under

10.0%
10.0%
5.0%
5.0%
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3.2

STAKEHOLDERS’ PROFILE

There were a total of 40 stakeholder agencies who responded throughout the state. Most
were located in the city and those who participated in regional and remote areas were
considered having key community engagement responsibilities with Indigenous communities.
Demographic areas covered by the stakeholders in their service delivery are listed alongside
the map below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrogin/Wagin/Brookton
Pingelly/Kondinin/Corrogin
Boddington
Perth/Northern suburbs
Pilbara
Kimberly east and west
Gascoyne/Murchison
All of Western Australia
Peel/Murray region
Whole of southwest
Wheatbelt/Northam/York
Meekatharra
Wiluna
Kalgoorlie/Goldfields all

The types of services delivered in these regions are listed below. Some stakeholder agencies
drive hundreds of kilometres in a day to provide outreach to some of the most vulnerable
consumers living in remote parts of Western Australia.
Advocacy

Emergency relief

Access point for human services

Organising community activities

Mining and Civil Engineering

Legal services – Violence Restraining
Orders, fines

Financial counselling

Education and training / computer access

Tenant advocacy

Work with disengaged youth

School based traineeship placements

Employment and work ready programs

Personal care helpers

Public and community housing advocacy

Indigenous community link-up services

Training and employment opportunities

Not all community stakeholder agencies who participated in the survey engaged with
Indigenous people on consumer issues on an ongoing basis.
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Does your organisation assist Indigenous Western Australians on consumer
issues?
Does your organisation assistprotection
Indigenous
Western Australians on consumer
protection issues?

42.5%

Yes

42.5%

No
Yes

57.5%

No

57.5%

Forty-three per cent of surveyed agencies that provide services to consumers see 40 to 100
Indigenous clients over a six month period and a further 38 per cent of surveyed agencies
see over 100 clients in the same period. These services are mostly delivered in regional,
remote and isolated areas of Western Australia.
Within a six month period, how many Indigenous clients would be seen by
organisation?
yourmany
Indigenous clients would be seen by
Within a six month period, how
your organisation?
4.8%
4.8%
14.3%
14.3%

38.1%
38.1%

23.8%
23.8%

0 - 10 clients
10
40clients
clients
0 - -10
40 -- 40
60 clients
clients
10
60
clients
40 -- 100
60 clients
100
or
more
clients
60 - 100 clients
100 or more clients

19.0%
19.0%
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SECTION FOUR
INDIGENOUS CONSUMER ISSUES
FROM A CONSUMER’S
PERSPECTIVE
4

INDIGENOUS CONSUMER ISSUES

This section focuses on the respondents’ perceptions of the most pressing consumer issues
for Indigenous Western Australians. The 2007 report was developed using two surveys,
one for the regional areas and another for urban. In 2014 the same survey was provided for
all Indigenous consumers across Western Australia. A separate survey was presented to
stakeholder agencies, as some of their concerns differed slightly.
The issues identified will support future focused initiatives in community education and
raising awareness of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL), Residential Tenancies Act (RTA),
contracts and a range of other consumer rights and obligations.
‘Taking Action, Gaining Trust’ is a National Indigenous Consumer Strategy Action Plan in
which all consumer agencies across Australia demonstrate a shared responsibility to ensure
that Australia’s performance in Indigenous consumer affairs is continually improved and
beneficial outcomes for Indigenous consumers are achieved across Australia (NSW Fair
Trading, 2010).
The ‘Taking Action, Gaining Trust’ 2014–2016 Action Plan identies four priority areas:
Consumer Awareness, Housing, Trading Practices and Contracts. Western Australian
consumer issues relating to these priority areas are highlighted throughout this section.

4.1

TOP 10 ISSUES IDENTIED IN 2007 AND 2014

In the Department’s 2007 report the most common issues facing Indigenous Western
Australian consumers were identified. The same question was asked again in the 2014
survey to identify if consumer priorities had changed.

18

CONSUMER ISSUES 2007 IN ORDER OF
CONSUMER IMPORTANCE

CONSUMER ISSUES 2014 IN ORDER OF
CONSUMER IMPORTANCE

Discrimination

Understanding money

Private rental

Credit and Finance

Indigenous Consumers Count 2015

Public rental

Home buying and building

Credit and finance

Consumer rights

Lack of knowledge

Insurance products (health, life, funeral)

Centrelink payments

Contracts – cars, rental, rent to own, layby

Debt

Car purchases and repairs

Car purchases and repairs

Public rental

Debt collection

Plumbing/water repairs

Funerals

Mobile phone coverage

The top consumer issues recorded in 2007 have changed significantly in the 2014 survey.
These results indicate a greater interest in money and finance compared to the 2007 survey
results which showed credit and finance ranking number four, debt ranking at number seven
and home buying not even ranking in the top ten issues. As more Indigenous consumers
integrate into the workforce and mainstream living, the priorities and/or needs within their
own lives shift focus. In a report commissioned by the ANZ Banking Corporation, Indigenous
people increasingly want to understand their money, understand how it can work for them
and how to own their own home.
Due to limited family history of home ownership and the perceived mystery surrounding the
process of buying a home, many Indigenous people never own their own home, despite
wanting to (ANZ Banking Corp, 2008). The Department continues to offer first home buyers a
grant of up to two thousand dollars to assist with the expenses of purchasing a home through
a licenced real estate agent. The eligibility criteria to apply for a grant from the Home Buyers
Assistance Account is available on the Department’s website.
The mobile phone is arguably more important than the fixed phone line for personal and
business communications in regional and remote Australia. Mobile communications offer
those in regional and remote areas numerous opportunities to improve their personal wellbeing, productivity and consumer engagement. As the mobile phone, and in particular the
smartphone, becomes an increasingly essential tool in the modern world, it is not surprising
that mobile phone coverage is a top 10 issue for Indigenous consumers.
Plumbing and water repairs have also been noted as a top 10 issue. These matters are often
central to housing issues as tenants are charged for excess water use and if maintenance is
not carried out promptly, disputes can arise over the payment of utilities.
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4.2

MONEY, CREDIT AND FINANCE

In the report Enhancing Indigenous Financial Capability Programs, the following was
recommended: “Financial literacy programs should engage in two-way learning with local
financial institutions and the mainstream financial literacy sector, to contribute towards
reconciliation and building the cross cultural competence of the broader Australian society”
(Piper, 2011).
The Hon Steven Ciobo MP, Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasurer, states “improved
financial literacy can benefit anyone, regardless of age or income. Being able to make the
most of your money, manage financial risks and avoid financial pitfalls can have a positive
impact on the financial wellbeing of individuals, families and communities”. (Australian
Securities Investment Commission, 2014).
A cultural identity and financial literacy paper presented at RMIT University in 2006 talks
about the historical relationship between money and Indigenous people. Some people feel
that their past experiences with non-payment of wages, the Government keeping wages
and not allowing Indigenous people to access their money caused mistrust of institutions.
“Buying a house or driving a car has only been available to Indigenous people in the last
late number of years” says one respondent. While there are no claims for their perceptions
to be universal, their stories are relevant. The respondents who shared their story all agreed
that a ‘good education’ is the key to sound money management practices (Demostherous,
Robertson, Cabraal, & Singh, 2006).
Low levels of consumer awareness increases the vulnerability and disadvantage of
Indigenous consumers, therefore financial literacy is a national priority under the NICS
framework. Among some Indigenous consumers, there seems to be a misunderstanding of
fees and charges associated around ATM’s. Of particular concern are short-term, high risk
loans offered through payday or quick cash lenders for amounts of up to $2,000 that charge
up to 50 per cent interest.
With the lack of service choices, limited financial knowledge and limited consumer education
available in regional and remote communities for consumers to access, Indigenous
consumers are exploited by traders who see an easy way to make money. As an Australian
Financial Counselling and Credit Reform Association report cites “life in a remote Indigenous
community is quite different to that in mainstream Australia. These differences also lead to
different needs in relation to banking products, ATMs or EFT and are more likely to be used
more frequently” (AFCCRA, 2010).
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CASE STUDY – ILLEGAL MONEY LENDING
Mr Sam Tomarchio was prosecuted by the Department for providing credit without a licence
to Indigenous people living in and travelling through the western desert town of Laverton.
Mr Tomarchio was found to be taking advantage of vulnerable consumers who had very
limited financial understanding. He had been charging up to 50 per cent interest on micro
loans, had held ATM cards as well as personal identification numbers, and had withdrawn
consumer’s funds on pension day. Indigenous consumers in the area were often left with little
or no money to live on until the next welfare
payment.
The Magistrate had commented Mr
Tomarchio had taken advantage of the
vulnerability, powerlessness and relative
naivety of his victims and ordered him to pay
back the monies to all of the people he had
affected.
Despite exhaustive measures undertaken by
the Department and local police to identify all those who had fallen prey to Mr Tomarchio and
suffered financially, some went undiscovered Leftover funds were placed into the No Interest
Loan Scheme (NILS) which has been made accessible to Indigenous consumers living in the
region.
CASE STUDY – ATM FEES
Many consumers choose to use ATMs belonging to their own bank to avoid the two dollar fee
charged by other banks. That option is easier for consumers who live in urban areas or major
regional centres where there are often a range of ATMs to choose from.
In most remote and some regional communities however those options are limited.
ATMs are often positioned in trader stores and are owned by independent operators who
charge between three to ten dollars for each transaction. Previous research conducted
had concluded that some Indigneous people were paying up to $40 in one day when they
repeatedly checked to see if their pay had been deposited. The unscrupulous behaviour of
the traders charging excessive ATM fees led to several inquiries and reports into this matter.
In November 2012, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
authorised the proposed reduction of fees for 76 ATMs located in very remote Indigenous
communities. This included 18 of the ATMs located in Western Australian communities (A
Proposal to reduce ATM fees in selected very remote Indigenous communities, 2012). While
the success of these initiatives has been welcomed by the Government, financial counsellors
and affected consumers, there is no data which reflects the positive or negative impact
this change has had on Indigenous consumers living in these communities and using the
services.
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4.3

DISCRIMINATION

Although many Indigenous people continue to report their experiences of prejudice and
discrimination, discrimatory behaviour is often both subtle and covert. The 2007 report
highlighted discrimination in consumer transactions (especially tenancy) as a major issue for
Indigenous consumers, however the topic of ‘discrimination’ was not specifically assessed in
the 2014 survey.
The topic of discrimination has, however, been extensively canvased within the recent survey
conducted by the Indigenous Legal Needs Project (Allison Fiona, 2014) where discrimination
emerges as a priority area of Indigenous civil law needs in Western Australia. Two out of
every five participants (40.9 per cent) identified experiences of discrimination in the last two
years, with Indigenous men marginally more likely to report such experiences (43.1 per cent
of men compared with 39.0 per cent of women) (Allison Fiona, 2014).

4.4

SOCIAL HOUSING

Public and social housing managed to make the top 10 list of issues in both the 2007 and
2014 research. Housing remains a priority focus for consumer agencies across Australia.
Tenancy is a major issue for most consumer agencies. In some jurisdictions, Indigenous
tenants may be unaware of their rights and obligations, and therefore may be more
susceptible to breaching tenancy laws (NSW Fair Trading, 2010).
Within the NICS, housing is identified as a national priority area, particularly in the areas
of tenancy rights and responsibilities. Access to appropriate and affordable housing is a
fundamental human right. Tenancy is a major issue for most consumer agencies, and action
should be taken where possible (NSW Fair Trading, 2010).
Survey respondents were asked about their current accommodation arrangements. Their
responses are shared below.
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According to the the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, a report shows “that in nearly
all jurisdictions, the proportion of Indigenous households living in social housing declined,
with the one exception being the Australian Capital Territory” (Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare, 2014).
Shelter WA’s Indigenous Housing fact sheet claims that Indigenous peoples continue
to experience higher levels of housing disadvantage than other Australians. Indigenous
households in Western Australia face significant challenges in exercising their rights to
appropriate and affordable housing. Poverty, lack of economic opportunities, language,
literacy, cultural practices and discrimination all contribute to insufficient housing options for
Indigenous people” (Shelter WA, 2013).
In Australia, housing policy is generally managed at the state and territory level, rather than
at the federal level. Differences in jurisdictional housing policies and housing assistance
programs, as well as other factors - including the varying extent of households living in more
remote areas - are likely to have an impact on the housing tenure of Indigenous households
in each jurisdiction (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2014).
According to the Legal Needs Project, repairs and maintenance were identified as the
primary area of disputes arising in relation to tenancies. Repairs and maintenance issues
raised in the fieldwork had potential to cause serious harm (including asbestos and unsafe
structural issues). This was followed by rent and a range of problems which might be seen
as broadly associated with having and retaining a house to live in (evictions, overcrowding,
relocations/transfers, and access to housing) (Allison Fiona, 2014).

4.5

FUNERAL INSURANCE

In Western Australia prepaid funerals are not covered by specific legislation. Other
jurisdictions have enacted specific legislation as a result of consumer complaints and
market failures, and regulate various aspects of the prepaid funerals sector (Department of
Commerce, 2013).
According to the recent Indigenous Legal Needs Project (ILNP) only 10.3 per cent of all focus
group participants had completed a will, but 56.5 per cent of those who had not done so
indicated they would like assistance to draw one up (Allison Fiona, 2014).
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) has prepared a funeral
publication Paying for funerals which is a cultural issue for many Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander people. The booklet offers information about funerals from saving for a funeral to
a funeral comparison table of having a funeral plan or saving for your own funeral (ASIC,
2013). This publication is widely circulated by the Department.
In 2015, NICS endorsed a program that assists Indigenous consumers to better understand
the funeral products available on the market. The new information being distrubuted includes
a simple brochure outlining funeral insurance information and the different options available
to pay for a funeral. The aim of the publication is to empower consumers to make informed
choices when purchasing a funeral product.
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This national project required support because funeral insurance products are heavily
promoted in Indigenous communities, particularly in remote and very regional areas.
Premiums and funeral plan options are not fully understood and there is a fear of leaving
their family with a bill to bury their loved ones. While funerals are not a national priority
identified in the NICS Action Plan 2014–2016, it has been identified as an area needing
further education and awareness raising.

4.6

LEVEL OF CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE

The ILNP also identified that a lack of knowledge or understanding of civil and family law
presents a significant barrier to some Indigenous people accessing the justice system.
The report goes on to suggest there is a widespread mistrust of the law from a long and
continuing history of negative interactions between mainstream/government services or
institutions and most Indigenous people (Allison Fiona, 2014).
Identifying key locations of where and how consumers receive information is important to
awareness raising and promoting the ACL. The Department has nurtured and built many
relationships with Indigenous corporations, social service providers and community leaders
over the years and will continue to build and expand its network of community advocates who
promote the Department’s services and consumer rights.

4.7

ACCESSING INFORMATION
If you have consumer issues, who are the first people you yarn with to get advice on
consumer issues?

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Family

Friend

Staff at an
Staff at a
Consumer
Aboriginal
Community
Protection Officer
community-based Resource Centre
organisation
(Telecentre)

Our 2014 research asks consumers where they would most likely go to ask for information.
Many Indigenous people access or belong to an Indigenous corporation, so it is important for
the Department to continue to embrace and nurture these releationships. These corporations
are key in assisting the Department to provide consumers with ready access to consumer
information. Other local non-Indigenous organisations who have a moderate Indigenous
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client base are also considered key partners in the distrubution of consumer information.
These partner organisations often play an important role in the distrubution of information on
key campaigns and will display posters in their offices and on community notice boards.
By understanding that consumers often get their information from family members, it is
important for the Department to identify family-oriented community events. At these events
we can set up a stand, hand out consumer information and discuss consumer issues
directly with families. By having a presence at these events Consumer Protection staff are
also able to take complaints on the spot. Events regularly attended include seniors’ activity
days, NAIDOC Week events, sporting and health events and events aimed at reaching the
homeless.
The community education team also maintains strong links with Indigenous and Islander
Education Officers at surburban and regional high schools that have a large population of
Indigenous students. The iRentWA and the iShopWA apps, information on buying a car,
mobile phone contracts and door-to-door trading information are commonly promoted
through these avenues.
The Department also liaises with the Department of Corrections to disseminate consumer
information to Indigenous prisoners through internal education program within the WA
prisons.

4.8

MOTOR VEHICLES

In Western Australia, there is no cooling-off period after signing a contract to purchase a
new or used motor vehicle. Other states and territories do have a cooling-off period on these
contracts and it is an issue that is often raised in consultation.
In 2013 the Department launched the My
Dardy Car eight segment radio series.
The purpose of the series was to raise
awareness about buying new and used cars
in Western Australia, The series was first
launched at the Ashfield Family Fun Day
for NAIDOC Week 2013. From there, the
series went to air on all the Indigenous radio
stations in Western Australia, starting at
Noongar Radio in Perth. The series covered
aspects from the beginning of making the
decision to purchase, to budgeting for payments and the final stages of signing the contract.
A total of 44 per cent of Indigenous consumers placed buying a car as one of their top 10
consumer issues. Many reported having to enter into a finance contract when buying a car
and that they felt this was very stressful as they also felt pressured to sign the contract.
From time to time, thre have been proposals at a national level for ‘lemon laws’ to protect
the rights of new vehicle buyers in Australia. Lemon laws would override any terms and
conditions spelled out in new vehicle warranties, and give owners of ‘lemons’ the chance to
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return cars that prove constantly problematic (Collett, 2015). The Department has, however,
hoted a significant increase in the willingness of motor vehicle dealers to negotiate full
refunds for vehicles with major faults. Other consumer jurisdications have reported similar
results. It is considered that this is a likely result of the Motor Vehicle industry comng to terms
with the impact of the ACL warranty provisions. The Department will continue to monitor this
issue.

4.9

MOBILE PHONES

The survey highlighted that many Indigenous consumers now
own a mobile phone (up to 67 per cent) with most people
reporting that they used a pre-paid plan as apposed to a
contract.
In 2008, the National Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
Social Survey collected information on the types of telephones
used by people in ATSI households in the month prior to
interview.
The report found that people living in the majority of Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
households (98 per cent) had used telephones in the month prior to interview. In non-remote
areas, the most commonly used types of telephones were: home landlines (used by people

living in 71 per cent of households); prepaid mobiles (67 per cent); and other (contract)
mobiles (41 per cent) (graph 4.2). In remote areas they were: prepaid mobiles (used by
people living in 61 per cent of households); home landlines (40 per cent); public phones (20
per cent); and other (contract) mobiles (19 per cent) (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008).
The Department recognises the importance of educating and raising awareness about
consumer issues for Indigenous communities in Western Australia via mobile technologies
(apps and social media). We continue to identify and tap into stakeholder groups as
telecommunication reception becomes available, particularly the use of mobile phone
access.
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SECTION FIVE
INDIGENOUS CONSUMER ISSUES
FROM A STAKEHOLDER’S
PERSPECTIVE
5

INDIGENOUS CONSUMER ISSUES (STAKEHOLDERS)

This section focuses on perceptions of the most pressing consumer issues facing the
Indigenous clients they serve in Western Australian. Of the agencies that responded, five per
cent assisted Indigenous consumers living in Western Australia.
Information arising from this consultation reinforces the importance of developing and
nurturing key relationships with stakeholders who serve Indigenous consumers with a focus
on the Australian Consumer Law, the Residential Tenancies Act, contracts and a range of
other consumer rights and obligations.

5.1

TOP 10 ISSUES IDENTIFIED

The survey asked stakeholder agencies what they saw as the most common issues facing
Indigenous consumers who accessed their services. One of the questions proposed was:
“In 2007, the Department of Commerce published findings of its first survey in a report called
“Indigenous Consumers Count which identified the most common issues facing Indigenous
Western Australian consumers. Here is a list of these issues. Can you rate the significance
and impact of these issues upon the lives of Indigenous consumers you work with?”
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5.2

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE TENANCY

Eighty per cent of stakeholders reported public housing issues were very important to the
lives of their clients. Community Education Officers are often asked questions and provide
advice at community events, presentations and outreach activity about issues tenants have
with their public/private rental property.
According to the Mission Australia Housing submission report, A more effective affordable
housing investment, structural factors in the housing market have pushed up prices for rental
accommodation, and for several decades the supply of affordable rental properties has not
kept pace with population growth or effective demand. The National Housing Supply Council
estimates that Australia is short of 539,000 affordable and available properties for low income
renters. We are now in a situation where the lack of affordable housing has also become a
bottleneck in solving homelessness. People living in severe housing stress are at high risk
of becoming homeless. In 2011, there were 220,000 people on social housing waiting lists
around Australia and of those that were lucky enough to move into social housing, 90 per
cent were homeless or at risk of homelessness. (Mission Australia, 2013).
Public housing shortage is a national crisis with State and Federal Governments working
together to achieve best outcomes for those who are waiting to be placed. Housing
shortages, funding and land access are some of the main reasons for this situation across
the country.

5.3

CREDIT, FINANCE AND UNDERSTANDING MONEY

According to the stakeholder agencies who participated in the survey, the types of finance
and credit issues they assist their clients with include high credit card debt, door-to-door
sales, high interest loans and a high number of direct debits.
One concerned financial counsellor said: “Pay day lenders are a constant problem. I had one
client, a 20 year old with two kids, who sees cash converters in the same light as McDonalds.
That is, she even has her pet name for them, Cashies, and if her Synergy bill is overdue
that is where she goes to get the cash. I’m trying to educate her about their interest rates,
alternate forms of assistance, HUGS program, borrowing from Centrelink, but it is very
difficult. She had very limited schooling, pregnancy at a very young age, has Department of
Housing accommodation but not enough life skills to manage a household”.
When consumers have limited financial understanding on budgeting their money or what a
percentage is or how much is too much to pay back on a loan, it limits their options of making
an informed choice on financial products or services.
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5.4

CONTRACTS AND DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES

Complaints and disputes often arise after salespeople use high-pressure tactics to
induce a consumer to enter into a sales or contract agreement they do not want or do
not fully understand. Conduct such as pressuring a consumer to sign a contract or taking
advantage of a vulnerable person can amount to unconscionable conduct by a business
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2010).
Many Indigenous consumers, particularly those living in regional, remote and isolated
communities face ongoing challenges with eager door-to-door salespeople selling anything
from water coolers to portrait packages – all payable on Centrepay. Other such door-to-door
sales included selling first aid kits and mobile phones where reception was not available and
funeral plans.
One stakeholder agency who participated in the survey
commented that: “Door-to-door sales are an issue with
Telcos targeting our Indigenous community and selling
phone and internet packages. Some of the families affected
did not own computers but were paying for the Internet”.
In December 2013 the Federal Court ruled that it was
illegal for salespeople to knock on consumers’ doors if they have a “Do not knock” sticker
on their door. The court found that the sticker “was an unambiguous request to leave the
premises” and found that the picture of the fist together with the words Do Not Knock were
sufficient. The judge commented that it did not matter if a consumer did not verbally request
the salesperson to leave, “the whole idea of a Do Not Knock Sign was to avoid confronting a
salesperson, and being caught in discussion. Consumers may be vulnerable, or too polite to
tell people to leave. Putting an appropriate sign on the door may be the best, or only way, to
communicate the request to leave the premises.”
The Department took an active role in distributing the sticker to over 600 Indigenous
Corporations across Western Australia and participated in a national Do Not Knock
campaign. Several remote Kimberley towns made their whole community a Do Not
Knock area in order to combat door-to-door salespeople taking advantage of Indigenous
vulnerability. The Department, in partnership with Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation, had
Do Not Knock stickers inserted into the “Mulga Mail” tabloid for distribution to around 1000
subscribers in Western Australia.
It is not uncommon for a door-to-door sale to be accompanied with a contract which needs to
be signed by the consumer. Many Indigenous consumers who were signing contracts were
unaware of what they were signing up for, whether or not they were entitled to a 10 business
day cooling-off period, how much their repayments would be and how much interest would
be charged. Often products such as whitegoods being sold from rent-to-own companies were
two or three times more expensive than if the person had saved their money and made the
purchase independently.
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5.5

CONTRACTS AND FAMILY PORTRAITS

The survey asked the participant to rate on a scale, from not so important to very important,
their views on photography portrait companies based on the impact it may have had in their
lives. Photography companies have been linked to trader activity over the past five years
which in turn resulted in affirmative action undertaken by the ACCC.
The survey results for photography portrait issues showed this was a concern in some
Indigenous communities living remotely in Western Australia. This data correlates with
ongoing reports of itinerant trader activities in regional and remote areas of Western
Australia.
CASE STUDY – UNSOLICITED CONTRACTS AND TINY TOTS
In April 2014 the ACCC gave Tiny Tots Images Photography Pty Ltd (Tiny Tots) a court
enforceable undertaking after breaching the Australian Consumer Law in the provision of
photographic services.
According to the media release Indigenous consumers were misled when they were told they
had no cooling-off rights when they did. They were also not informed about how they could
terminate the agreement nor were they provided with the required contact details for the
company.
A regional director of the ACCC says “It is particularly concerning to the ACCC that a
significant number of Tiny Tot’s customers were from remote Indigenous communities. The
right to cancel unsolicited contracts during a cooling-off period is a fundamental protection for
consumers under the Australian Consumer Law,”
Tiny Tots has admitted in its undertaking to the ACCC that the agreement documents used in
the provision of their photographic services contravened the unsolicited consumer agreement
laws and have agreed to ensure that in the future the agreement documents comply with the
requirements under the Australian Consumer Law (ACCC, 2014).

The Department’s Kimberley Regional Officer observes a lot of itinerant trader activity within
a range of Indigenous communities.
Photography companies are reported to be one of the most active traders in the area. Many
Indigenous community members place a lot of importance on family portraits. However,
capturing that family moment at family gatherings can be expensive. These companies often
attract their customers either through door-to-door sales or by having a shopping centre
display to promote their photography packages.
These photography packages appear to be overpriced and we have reported cases of a
single photo shoot costing the consumer thousands of dollars. Consumers are encouraged to
sign up for packages through Centerpay to make low fortnightly payments and slowly pay off
the bill. When the bill is paid the photos will arrive. A number of consumers reported that they
are still paying for these packages two and three years on, others reported that the photos
did not arrive and they are out of pocket..
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The Department’s regional office in Broome has investigated a number of cases where
companies appear to exploit Indigenous consumers. One Indigenous consumer reported
having purchased two photography packages totalling $18,000. With the assistance of the
Kimberley Regional Officer the consumer lodged a complaint. Through conciliation the matter
was settled, resulting in the cancellation of a contract.
Through actively calling for complaints from consumers, over the last 12 months the
Department has successfully conciliated around $47,000 of refunds and for others, a
reduction in total cost of the portrait packages.
Both community stakeholder agencies and regional officers play a key role in raising
consumer awareness about consumer contracts within Indigenous communities. The support
these agency stakeholders give to the Department is invaluable.
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SECTION SIX
RECOMMENDATIONS
6

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the intention of this report to identify issues that can be addressed by future community
education and awareness campaigns and initiatives that best suit the needs of Indigenous
consumers living in Western Australia.
The recommendations for future consideration when developing public education and
outreach to Indigenous consumers are:
1. Ensure relevant information is delivered to consumers by the most culturally
appropriate method;
2. Increase data collection and collation of market intelligence - where possible use post
codes for identifying locations;
3. Deliver targeted education programs and outreach initiatives to regions that show an
increase in any type of consumer issues;
4. Continue to promote financial literacy programs and services alongside general
consumer education;
5. Continue to focus community education on the issues around door-to-door selling;
6. Continue to expand the network of consumer stakeholders in Western Australia and
encourage them to assist Indigenous community members with consumer-related
issues;
7. Expand the development of educational material that can be accessed on smart
phones include new apps, social media and education and information videos in a
format appropriate for Indigenous consumers; and
8. Acknowledge that while the use of digital technologies is increasing rapidly, some
elements of consumer education will need to continue to be delivered face-to-face, in
hard copy and via local and trusted networks within Indigenous communities.
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SECTION EIGHT
APPENDIX
APPENDIX A – ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS
Indigenous........ Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
ACCC................. Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
ATSI.................... Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
ASIC................... Australian Securities and Investments Commission
Department....... Department of Commerce, Consumer Protection
ILNP................... Indigenous Legal Needs Project
NICS................... National Indigenous Consumer Strategy
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Department of Commerce

Consumer Protection Division
Advice Line 1300 30 40 54
(for the cost of a local call statewide)
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Gordon Stephenson House
Level 2/140 William Street
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Administration: (08) 6251 1400
Facsimile: (08) 6251 1401
National Relay Service: 13 36 77
Website: www.commerce.wa.gov.au
Email: consumer@commerce.wa.gov.au
(08) 9026 3250
(08) 9842 8366
(08) 9191 8400
(08) 9920 9800
(08) 9185 0900
(08) 9722 2888

This publication is available on request in other
formats to assist people with special needs.
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Regional offices
Goldfields/Esperance
Great Southern
Kimberley
Mid-West
North-West
South-West

